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ABSTRACT

An orbiting sensor module, designed by The Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics
Laboratory (JHU/APL), performed a number of significant Strategic Defense Initiative
(SDI) Delta 181 program experiments. These experiments required on-orbit command and
monitor operations involving a worldwide network of ground facilities. A major
component was the sensor module command center (SMCC), which was designed and
integrated by JHU/APL. The SMCC, located at Cape Canaveral Air Force Station
(CCAFS), connected to a network of Eastern Test Range, Air Force Satellite Control
Network (AFSCN), Kennedy Space Center, and Western Test Range assets.

The complex nature of the mission presented numerous challenges to the design,
integration, and operation of the SMCC. This paper presents a functional overview of
SMCC design as well as unique aspects of supporting ground network telemetry and
command operation.

INTRODUCTION

MISSION BACKGROUND

The APL-designed sensor module was boosted into a 23-degree inclination orbit by a
Delta 181 rocket. The Delta second stage (Delta 2) remained attached to the sensor
module to provide attitude control and orbit adjustments during the mission. After orbit
insertion, reference and test objects stored on-board the sensor module were deployed.
Sensor instruments—passive infrared and ultraviolet sensors, laser radars, and a



microwave radar—observed and tracked the test objects over a range of environmental
background conditions. The principal objective was the formation of a useful data base for
future SDI planning.

All experiments were conducted during the first 10 orbits, and instrument science data
were stored on flight recorders. This phase of operations, called the data collection phase,
involved intense SMCC command and telemetry operations. Typically, multiple passes
were supported for each orbit revolution. Telemetry was received and processed at the
SMCC from a total of 13 tracking stations. Four Remote Tracking Stations (RTSs) of the
AFSCN network were utilized for command uplink.

At the end of the data collection phase, the SMCC uplinked commands to the sensor
module with instructions to begin data retrieval. During that time, remaining science data
stored on flight tape recorders were dumped to the ground tracking sites. As called for by
the mission plan, sensor module command and control operations were then shifted to the
Air Force Consolidated Space Test Center (CSTC) in Sunnyvale, Calif. The SMCC at
Cape Canaveral remained on standby for contingency command operations, and operators
continued to monitor and evaluate sensor module health. This period, approximately one
week in duration, ended when two complete dumps of instrument science data were
recorded at ground network tracking sites.

ON-ORBIT COMMAND FLOW

Much of the flight hardware for this program consisted of existing designs that were
integrated and modified to meet Delta 181 mission requirements. This approach was very
effective in meeting program cost and schedule constraints. However, it did result in a
somewhat unusual on-orbit configuration from the perspective of command flow. As
shown in Figure 1, a single Space/Ground Link Subsystem (SGLS) compatible RF uplink
was utilized to send commands to the JHU/APL sensor module, the Delta 2 inertial
guidance computer (provided by McDonnell Douglas), and four test objects built by the
Sandia National Laboratory (SNL).

 All uplinked command messages were received and processed by the sensor module
command system. Transmitted command messages could require either real time (i.e.,
immediate) or delayed execution. Delayed commands were temporarily stored in the
sensor module command memory for execution at a later time. Delta 2 commands were all
real time commands and were immediately routed over a computer bus to the Delta 2
inertial navigation computer. Test object commands, however, were usually of the delayed
command type. Transmission of test object commands, over an RF C-band link, generally
had to be delayed until the respective test object was observed by the sensor module and
within the beamwidth of the transmitting antenna. For sensor module control, both real
time and delayed commands were required for mission operations.



Figure 1. On-Orbit Command and Telemetry Flow

SENSOR MODULE TELEMETRY

As shown in Figure 1, Delta 2 and sensor module data were telemetered on separate RF
downlinks. The sensor module transmitted data on three SGLS standard links, namely, a
33-kbps narrowband link and two 1-Mbps wideband data links. In addition to sensor
module data, the narrowband link included test object data transmitted from the in-view
test object to the sensor module.

Whenever the sensor module was in view of a ground tracking site, received narrowband
data were flowed in real time to the SMCC. The SMCC required narrowband telemetry for
(1) authenticating and verifying uplinked command messages, and (2) monitoring sensor
module and test object performance during critical stages of the mission. The sensor
module component of narrowband telemetry included sensor module housekeeping data
(e.g., temperatures, voltage, power measurements), instrument status, and position-velocity
information maintained on a number of experiment test objects.

The two wideband telemetry links carried science data collected by the sensor instruments.
During the data collection phase of the mission, the wideband data, downlinked over select



spacecraft tracking sites, were, derived in real time from the sensor instruments. However,
the bulk of science data generated during the data collection phase was stored on on-board
tape recorders. During the data retrieval phase of the mission, wideband data were dumped
over the ground tracking stations and recorded. Wideband data were not required by the
SMCC for real time command and control operations.

DELTA 2 TELEMETRY

Data telemetered in the Delta 2 PCM link were received at selected ground tracking sites
and sent in real time to McDonnell Douglas launch-vehicle checkout facilities located at
CCAFS. For the most part, Delta 2 data did not directly relate to the on-going experiments.
However, a component of telemetry included a dump of Delta 2 commands, previously
sent from the SMCC, stored in inertial guidance computer memory. This data component
was flowed to a CCAFS facility called the Central Computer Complex (CCC) for
verification of Delta 2 commands.

SUMMARY

The command and telemetry structure, as shown, minimized the overall need for command
system flight hardware and allocated RF links. However, this approach did place
additional burdens on SMCC operations in terms of the command control and command
verification process. This will be discussed more fully in follow-on sections of this paper.

GROUND NETWORK FACILITIES

OVERVIEW

Figure 2 shows the major components of the Delta 181 ground network, which supported
sensor module command and control operations. It consisted of a number of facilities
located at CCAFS, 13 ground tracking stations, and the CSTC located in Sunnyvale, Calif.
The Eastern Test Range provided the land lines and switching required to connect the
SMCC to CCAFS facilities.

The SMCC, the mission director center, and the SNL monitor center were designed and
installed specifically for the Delta 181 mission. The remainder of the network consisted of
existing assets; some required upgrades to support the Delta 181 mission. The operational
integration of these assets into one network to support real-time space/ground operations
was a unique Delta 181 accomplishment.



Figure 2. Delta 181 Ground Network

The SMCC served as the center for all command uplink to the sensor module, Delta 2, and
SNL test objects. It was also the primary facility for monitoring sensor module operation.
To support mission operations, the SMCC also provided telemetry displays in the SNL
monitor center and the mission director center. These facilities were located within a few
hundred yards of the SMCC. The mission director center served to monitor and direct all
ground operations, including SMCC operations. In the SNL monitor center, highly trained 



specialists analyzed test object operation during critical phases of the mission. Their task
was to advise the mission director of the necessity of contingency test object command
operations.

Narrowband telemetry from all 13 tracking stations was collected by the TEL-4 facility
located on Merritt Island. TEL-4 was located about five miles from the SMCC, and an
existing land line was used to send narrowband telemetry to the SMCC. The link included
a demodulator at the SMCC that provided telemetry at baseband 33 kbps.

THE AFSCN NETWORK

The SMCC uplinked commands to the sensor module from one of four AFSCN RTSs. As
shown in Figure 2, an AFSCN facility called the Eastern Vehicle Checkout Facility
(EVCF) and the CSTC were required to pass SMCC commands to the selected RTS. A
baseband command link was implemented between the SMCC and the EVCF located
nearby. From the EVCF, sensor module commands were sent to CSTC, which routed the
commands to the selected RTS. The time required for a command message to travel from
the SMCC to the sensor module took less than two seconds.

In addition to sensor module commands, all AFSCN narrowband telemetry flowed to the
SMCC was routed through CSTC and EVCF facilities. A T1 link carried all SMCC
command and narrowband telemetry between CSTC and the EVCF.

DELTA 2 COMMAND GENERATION

Prior to the mission, all anticipated sensor module and test object command messages
were stored in the SMCC command message data base. During the mission, on the basis
of sensor module and test object performance, selected command messages were
transmitted. Delta 2 commands, however, were not preconfigured but were generated in
real time during the mission. For the most pan, Delta 2 commands were guidance computer
navigation state updates that allowed the Delta 2 to control the attitude of the sensor
module more precisely during critical mission events. (Prior to launch, the Delta 2 was
preprogrammed to point the sensor module on the basis of a nominal orbit—pointing was
recomputed and improved with state vector updates based on the actual orbit). The Delta 2
commands were configured in near real time (just prior to the pass in which they were
sent) in the CCC facility. The SMCC received the configured commands during a pass,
compiled them into the correct uplink format, and propagated them to the sensor module.

Configuration of the Delta 2 commands (guidance computer navigation state updates)
required radar tracking data to compute the actual orbit. The CCC was a natural selection
as the facility to perform this task, since its normal function at Cape Canaveral is to



receive and process radar tracking data. It already had the capability to receive radar data
on orbiting spacecraft from a worldwide network of radar sites. For the Delta 181 mission,
the CCC was upgraded to configure Delta 2 inertial guidance computer commands and
support the command link to the SMCC.

PROPAGATION OF COMMANDS THROUGH THE AFSCN NETWORK

The sensor module command system was designed to receive 1-kbps encrypted command
messages modulated on an SGLS standard RF link (1827.783 MHZ). A command
message consisted of a block of 1 to 100 commands embedded in an overlay of preamble,
postamble, authentication, and synchronization words, as illustrated in Figure 3. Command
message length ranged from 536 to 6,872 bits. The commands embedded in the message
consisted of either real-time commands or delayed commands. All command messages,
including those destined for the Delta 2 guidance computer or the test objects, were
packed in this format and required a valid authentication word for command acceptance.

The SMCC sent command messages through the AFSCN network in “bent-pipe” fashion.
Once the link was established, no AFSCN operator interaction was required to send
individual command messages. Propagation delay from the SMCC to the sensor module
was approximately 1.6 to 2 seconds, depending on the RTS used for uplink. In order to
transport commands through the AFSCN, the SMCC packed the encrypted 1-kbps
message in the AFSCN 48-bit frame dibit format (7 sync bits, 40 dibit data field, parity bit)
as illustrated in Figure 3. Each field of 20 command bits was packed in a 48-bit frame
propagated at a frequency exactly 48/20 times the command bit rate. Between command
messages, null symbols were packed in the 48-bit frames. At the remote uplink site, an
inverse formatting process was performed; i.e., the command bits were “unpacked” from
the 48-bit frames to reconstruct the 1-kbps uplink command message.

For sensor module uplink operation, transmission of uplink RF carrier power was required
throughout the pass to maintain sensor module command receiver lock. Command
modulation was applied only during transmission of the command message. (The message
preamble was of sufficient length to allow time for on-board clock synchronization and
decrypter lock to occur). To operate in this manner, the RTS was configured such that
receipt of the null symbols disabled command modulation. Receipt and recovery of
command bits resulted in 1-kbps modulation of the carrier. Transition between the null
symbols and the encrypted uplink message, at the SMCC, was accomplished in such a way
that clock and frame synchronization was maintained. This allowed AFSCN equipments to
maintain continuous synchronization to the SMCC output, throughout each pass,
regardless of 48-bit frame data content.



Figure 3. Sensor Module Command Propagation
Through the AFSCN Network

SMCC DESIGN

OVERVIEW

As shown in the SMCC functional block diagram (Figure 4), the core of the SMCC
consisted of two DEC MicroVax II computer systems. Each system included two
750-Mbyte hard disk drives and a tape transport unit. The telemetry processing computer
system received narrowband telemetry to provide displays, printout, and health monitor of
sensor module and test object data. It supported a total of nine display terminals
augmented by three PCS in the SMCC, the mission director center, and the SNL monitor
center. The command uplink computer system was dedicated to sensor module command
and control functions. It supported a command control console in the SMCC, along with
two additional terminals for monitoring command operations. It required telemetry data
from the telemetry processing computer to perform command authentication, verification,
and display sensor module command system status.

In addition to the computer systems, the SMCC included hardware to interface the
computer systems to the ground network command and telemetry interfaces. The downlink
hardware, interfacing to the TEL-4 facility, functioned to receive encrypted serial 33-kbps 



Figure 4. Sensor Module Command Center (SMCC)
Block Diagram

telemetry data and process them for input to the computer. It included bit sync, decryption,
and frame synchronization equipment. The uplink hardware, interfacing to the AFSCN
network, functioned to serialize the computer-generated command messages at 1 kbps,
encrypt, and translate them into the CSTC dibit format for transmittal through the AFSCN
network. The uplink hardware also processed command echoes returned from the AFSCN. 



These command echoes, returned from the RTS in use, were processed in real time to
verify functionality of the ground segment of the uplink just prior to and during command
operations.

The SMCC also included telemetry and command simulators (used to perform SMCC
readiness test) and an analog tape recorder to record voice, time, telemetry, and command
output.

SMCC COMMAND GENERATION AND PROPAGATION

A software program called APLCOM, resident on the command uplink computer,
provided the capability to send and verify commands to the sensor module. APLCOM,
developed at JHU/APL some time ago, is designed for command and control of spacecraft
in which the mission is experimental in nature. An upgraded version was developed for the
Delta 181 program to run under the VAX VMS operating system. Input to APLCOM
consists of a text file, called a runstate, which contains sequences of command messages
and controls written in APLCOM text notation. (Each command message consists of 1 to
100 commands to be sent in one block to the sensor module.) The runstates, built and
tested prior to the uplink event, are stored in a commands data base. During a pass, the
operator selects one or more runstates for execution. APLCOM translates each command
message in the runstate into the uplink bit image, adds the proper command authentication
word, and outputs them to SMCC hardware. Uplink hardware receives the computer
uplink image and converts it to an encrypted serialized bit stream for propagation through
the command uplink (as shown in Figure 3). Verification of the sent command message is
performed (using narrowband telemetry) before the next message is sent. The process of
sending and verifying a single command message took typically 10 to 20 seconds,
depending on message length and type.

As previously noted, the SMCC was required to receive Delta 2 commands from the CCC
for propagation to the sensor module. To accomplish this, APLCOM included an upgrade
to receive real-time text command files over an RS-232 link from the CCC. Delta 2
command files to the SMCC were, in effect, redirected runstate inputs to APLCOM.

SENSOR MODULE COMMAND AUTHENTICATION AND VERIFICATION

For the Delta 181 mission, it was essential that uplink commands take effect at the
scheduled contact. Because of the nature of the mission, failure to command could not be
made up at a latter contact and would result in the deletion or reduced value of certain
experiments. This required that each command message be rigorously verified so that in
the event of failure to command, attempts could be made to resend the message. Because
of the extended ground network through which commands flowed, with the attendant



potential for ground/space uplink problems, command verification and authentication were
especially critical functions. These essential functions were performed automatically by
APLCOM authentication and verification algorithms. A brief overview follows.

For security reasons, the sensor module command system was designed such that each
command message required inclusion of a valid authentication word for command
acceptance. The sensor module would accept and subsequently execute the command
message only if the correct authentication word was received. APLCOM automatically
computed the new authentication word required for each message. Following transmission
of the command message, APLCOM verified that the command message was accepted and
then proceeded with the command verification process.

Command authentication and verification were “closed loop” processes requiring access to
narrowband telemetry. Following the transmission of a command message, APLCOM
examined authentication status in the narrowband telemetry to determine if the message
was accepted. Acceptance indicated that the correct authentication word was received and
command execution initiated. The APLCOM command verification algorithm then
checked telemetry for the status of command error flags. (Each sent command included an
embedded error detection code that was checked by the sensor module command system.
If errors were detected, commands were not executed and error flags were set in the
narrowband telemetry.) If no error flags were detected, APLCOM performed additional
command verification checks. It examined a replica of the executed command (in
narrowband telemetry), and compared it with the sent command. Other telemetered
command system data, such as command execution counts and relay telltales, were also
tallied to verify command execution.

In the event that delayed commands were loaded into the sensor module command system
memory, the command message was authenticated by APLCOM as previously described.
For verification, APLCOM commanded the sensor module to telemeter the contents of the
stored commands. The delayed commands stored in memory were then verified by
comparison with an image of the sent command load.

DELTA 2 COMMAND AND VERIFICATION

Command and verification operations of both the sensor module and test objects were
performed completely within the SMCC. However, verification of Delta 2 command
messages required coordinated CCC and SMCC operation. As previously noted, Delta 2
guidance computer command loads were configured in real time in the CCC and sent to
the SMCC. The role of the SMCC in this case was to convert Delta 2 command loads
received from the CCC to sensor module command message format and then propagate
through the AFSCN network. The SMCC performed command authentication and



verification of Delta 2 commands in essentially the same manner as previously described
for sensor module commands. However, this only verified command flow through the
sensor module. Complete end-to-end Delta 2 command load verification required CCC
operations. To do this, the CCC compared the transmitted load against the Delta 2 load
dumped in the Delta 2 downlink (each Delta 2 command load sent from the sensor module
to the Delta 2 automatically resulted in a dump of the load as stored in the Delta 2
navigation computer). If the Delta 2 load was verified, the CCC sent an authorization
message to enable Delta 2 use of the command load.

As one may imagine, the transmission and verification of Delta 2 command messages
involved highly coordinated ground operations between the CCC and the SMCC. These
operations were thoroughly practiced during a series of mission integration and readiness
tests. In actual operation, Delta 2 command loads took on the order of 15 to 20 seconds to
send and verify.

SMCC VERIFICATION OF THE UPLINK GROUND SEGMENT

In line with the capability to verify execution of uplinked messages, the SMCC design
included a feature to rapidly determine functionality of the ground uplink, including
AFSCN assets. This feature was vital to maintaining reliability and availability of the
command link before and during critical mission integration and readiness tests that were
performed prior to launch. During the mission, it was utilized prior to each pass to verify
functionality of the SMCC-to-RTS link. During pass operations, in the event uplinked
commands were not executed by the sensor module, this capability was available as a
means to rapidly isolate faults between the ground link and orbiting sensor module.

To implement this feature, advantage was taken of the AFSCN capability to loop
command input back to the SMCC. This looped-back command signal was called the
command echo and was a delayed image of the SMCC output illustrated in Figure 3.
During supported uplink passes, the command echo was derived from detection of RF
carrier modulation at the respective uplink site. Round trip delay was on the order of 3.6 to
3.8 seconds. In the event that problems were experienced, the loopback point could be
moved to a number of points within the AFSCN network and within the MCC to isolate
the fault to a particular area. Figure 5 shows typical loopback points within the AFSCN
and SMCC. This feature proved very useful during numerous mission integration and
readiness tests performed prior to launch.

To process the command echo, the MCC performed three hardware implemented
functions, namely, depacketization of the command echo, decryption, and echo
verification. A JHU/APL designed unit, called the depacketizer, extracted the encrypted
1-kbps command messages from the AFSCN format command echo return. In the event 



Figure 5. Major Loopback Points for Ground Uplink
Fault Isolation

that no messages were in progress, the unit continued to check and indicate whether proper
AFSCN frame sync and parity were maintained. This indication was very useful as the
uplink could be easily checked at any time—it required only that the echo loopback be
connected at some point in the AFSCN. If AFSCN frame and parity were continuously
maintained, this indicated, with a high probability, that the link was functional through the
loopback point.

During operations when command messages were in progress, return echo command
messages were detected by the depacketizer (by transition from null symbols to “1” and
“0” symbols), decrypted, and input to the echo verification unit. This unit, also designed
by JHU/APL, compared the output command message (previously captured in the echo
verification unit) with the return command echo message and gave a command message
pass/fail indication to the operator. For troubleshooting purposes, it also included a
capability to examine any portion of the echoed message.

CONCLUSION

The SMCC and Delta 181 ground network described in this paper maximized use of
existing national assets. As a result, Delta 181 sensor module command and control
capability was obtained in a timely and cost-effective manner. Flawless operation of the
SMCC and ground network contributed in no small way to the great success of the
program. The SMCC and segments of the ground network were also used in a follow-on
SDI program that resulted in significant additions to the SDI data base.
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